Services.

from poverty, exit homelessness, and be healthy.

Yorkers are well-informed as we continue our work to help people rise quickly as possible, especially during a weather alert.

available options in order to bring people inside as

Code Red?

Do you have any positive stories related to

medical attention, call 911 to request an ambulance.

services. If you believe a person needs emergency

center and other DHS facilities operate as cool

Are there special/additional resources

respond appropriately in emergency situations.

and psychiatric providers to equip sta

cool throughout the heat wave. Additionally, we also

placement yet, we o

person's age, medical conditions, mental illness, and

di

heightened risk in hot weather. The teams consider

Advisory or Heat Watch. This occurs when the heat

Code Red alerts are in e

What is Code Red?

Manhattan. MOC is led by CUCS in close collaboration

*MThe Manhattan Outreach Consortium (MOC) is a multi-

contacts

transitional housing sites
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24 months following life-altering events like

place to live and access to essential services for up to

step that plays a vital role in the housing process. It

Transitional housing provides a crucial intermediate

Transitional housing serves as a supportive yet

often, these individuals are not immediately ready or

opportunity to rebuild their lives gradually. Though not

but transitional housing plays a pivotal role in

programs address the root causes of homelessness

tailored support, including counseling, job placement

housing immediately. Once housed, dedicated sta

most eligible individuals can access transitional

Congregate shelters:

surround themselves with other residents. Services are o

A facility that provides a single

traditional shelters and are equipped with high-quality,

Drop-in Centers:

clients who drop in looking for help.

Typical unit at the Kelly Safe Haven

The Kelly provides a supportive environment where

clients can learn and practice essential, basic self-care

of everyday living.

these clients have severe mental illness, addiction, or
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Best Regards,

Taylor, the Assistant Program Director of CUCS'

report. We show you some statistics to help you

Director of the Kelly Safe Haven, sets the tone for this

journeys.

Dear Friends of CUCS,

understand the scope of this approach.

Want to change how you receive these emails?

Stay informed and follow CUCS on social media:

Questions...

Aimee Poulin,

A First Step on the Path

—

CUCS Street Outreach sta

emotionally, and mentally.

In addition to a lack of adequate available housing,

e

in a non-judgmental way. Social work and medical

staff

—

canvas the neighborhood for individuals in

street homeless individuals while the client works with

his/her outreach team to locate a more permanent
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